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Amazon Raid - Vietnam 2019 
On behalf of 

 ‘’Flight attendants against cancer’’ 
 

The Amazon Raid 2019 will take place this year in 
Vietnam from 11 to 20 October. Three flight 
attendants, Stéphanie Debord, Arzelle Saighi and 
Sandrine Flouré, directly or indirectly affected by the 
disease, are actively involved in the fight against it. 
They have decided to join forces by joining forces in 
the Amazon Raid 2019 on behalf of the association 
"Flight attendants against cancer". 
 
 

The AMAZON RAID, created in 2001 by Alexandre DEBANNE, radio and television host, and Arthur POMART, 
former international wrestler, is the first 100% female multi-sport adventure raid. Courage, team spirit, 
surpassing oneself and solidarity are the values that guide the 90 teams in this exceptional human adventure that 
benefits from strong media coverage.  Eurosport, broadcast in 45 countries, Euronews, 10 countries, TV5 Monde, 
26 countries as well as the French channels, TF1, LCI, M6, France Télévision group. 
 

TEAM 56 of the SKY ANGELS will participate on behalf of the ''Flight attendants against cancer'' association. For 
several months, Sandrine, Stéphanie and Arzelle have been active and involved in this project, and have deployed 
communication actions that have enabled them to convince sponsors and partners and raise the necessary funds. 
The profits will be donated to the CAMI Sport & Cancer association, which develops sports therapy programs for 
people affected by the disease, as well as to the pediatric oncology department of the hospital in the city of Ho 
Chi Minh City. They would like to thank the country that receives them and Sandrine is very involved with 
orphaned children in Vietnam, in particular the association ''Les Enfants du Dragon''.  They also benefit from the 
active support of doctors from the Curie Institute, the French Consul in Vietnam and several NGOs. 
 

A high-level, strong and generous human and sporting experience that SKY ANGELS TEAM 56 has decided to live 
in order to support prevention, research and support all women affected by cancer by conveying a message of 
hope. 
 

The SKY ANGELS are in the starting blocks to make you live an unforgettable RAID AMAZONES from October 11 
to 20 in the region of DA NANG in VIETNAM 
 
 

                                 TO CONTACT SKY ANGELS 
 

        Stéphanie Debord                   Sandrine Flouré             Arzelle Saighi 
stephaniedebord@me.com                       floure.sandrine@orange.fr                         arzellesaighi@yahoo.fr 
         +33 6 71 73 24 51                                       +33 6 51 05 67 16                                     +33 6 47 69 50 23 
 

                                 																													 																																																																				 	
                      https://www.facebook.com/LesSkyAngels/                        les.sky.angels                              


